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MANAGEMENT, QUALITY ASSURANCE AND OVERVIEW

J

DR. SAMAAN G. LADKANY, P.E.
PROJECT DIRECTOR, CO-PI

I. Introduction and Over View

The Waste Package Project was renewed for a second year

by the DOE on June 17, 1991 under the five-year UNLV/DOE

cco_e_ a_ive agreement. The present period will cover one calendar

year.

The UNT_V project staff will concentrate their research

efforts on analytical studies_ design considerations, literature

surveys and data collection pertaining to the various design

aspects of a waste package and its near field considered in the

Engineered Barrier System to be used for the long-term storage of

high level nuclear waste in a geologic formation.

The project staff includes:



Dr. Samaan G. Ladkany, Professor, Director and Co-PI

Dr. Richard Wyman, Professor and Manager

Dr. William Culbreth, Associate Professor and Co-PI

Dr. Mohamed Trabia, Assistant Professor

Dr. Robert Skaggs, Professor

Dr. James Cardle, Associate Professor

Dr. Samir Moujaes, Associate Professor

Ten graduate students and two seniors

Phyllis Norris, Project Secretary

Studies of the metal container structure and a novel

designs along with the package near field phenomena, such as

fluid transport and heat transfer through porous media, and the

design and layout of rock tunnels will also be attempted by the

project research staff.

II. Task Assignments for the Waste Package ProJeot

The following personnel have been assigned to the various

tasks outlined in the cooperative agreement, document. Supplemental

tasks listed in section B were agreed upon in the DOE/UNLV meeting

held at 9:00-12 :00 a.m., 11 July 1990 at UNLV and were formally

included in the proposal this year.

A. Require_ Tasks

1. Management, Quality Assurance, and Overview

Project Manager: Dr. Wyman

Project Director: Dr. Ladkany

a. Insure training and quality requirements met. [Wyman,

Ladkany ]

b. Overview of task #2 [Ladkany]
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c. Overview of task #3 [Trabia]

d. Overview of task #4 [Culbreth]

e. Overview of task #B.I [Ladkany]

Overview of task #B.2 [Wyman]

Overview of task #B.3 [Cardle]

2. Container design and performance

Team Leader: Dr. Ladkany

Drs. Skaggs, Moujaes

3. ASME Pressure Vessel Code Review for Waste Package Application

Team Leader: Dr. Trabia

Drs. Moujaes, Cardle

4. Waste Package Labeling

Team Leader: Dr. Culbreth

5. Criticality and heat transfer in the Waste Package

Team Leader: Dr. Culbreth

B. S__upplemental Tasks

I. Structural Analysis and Design of Waste Package Container

Team Leader: Dr. Ladkany

2. Optimum Design of Rock Tunnel Shapes

Team Leader: Dr. Wyman

3. Fluid transport and heat transfer through porous media in the

waste package near field environment.

Team Leader: Dr. Cardle

Drs. Culbreth and Cardle

III. E_ipment A_qulsltlons

The project acquired a Unix based Spark Station II Desk Top

computer, one GB hard disk, two 80-485 AT's and two H.P. printers.
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IV. Staff meetings with DOE personnel, TPO meetings and travels

on behalf of proJeat

Drs. Ladkany and Wyman attended the TPO meetings held

regularly by the YMP at the DOE headquarters in Las Vegas.

Drs. Ladkany and Trabia attended the World Robotics

Conference in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania where Dr. Trabia chaired a

session and Dr. Ladkany presented a paper entitled "The Dynamic

Response of a Three-Link Flexible Robot Using Strain Gauges and
,l

Lagrange Polynomials." Dr. Cardle attended the sessions on fluid

transport through porous media at the ASME Winter annual meetings.

Project staff attended the hearings held by the DOE at the

San Tropez Hotel in Las Vegas.

Drs. Stahl and Morrisette met with the project staff in

November 1991, and discussed issues relevant to the project

research tasks.

A half day meeting _etween the project staff and our DOE

counterparts will be held in early March 1992, in which the project

researchers will present summaries of their work.

V. Papers Published b_ ProJeat Staff

Five papers written by the project staff have been accepted for

publication in the proceedings of the High Level Nuclear Waste

Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada, March 1992. They are:

.i. Trabia, _.B. and Kiley, M. "ASME Pressure Ve_:_ Code
Application To Nuclear Waste Container Design" (paper #69)

2. Ladkany, S.G. and Kniss, B. "Critical Stresses in Pintle,
Weldment & Tophead of Nuclear Waste Container" (paper #119)

3. Culbreth, W. and Chagari, A.K. "Labeling of the Spent Fuel
Waste Package" (paper #120)

--4--



4. Yfantis, A., Miel, G., Gallitano, G.M. "Theory of Chaos and
Radionuclide Distribution" (paper #121)

5. Kandalaft-Ladkany, N., R. Wyman "Stress Analysis and Design of
Rock Tunnels Under Thermal Loading" (paper #144)

6. Skaggs, R., Moujaes, S., Lei, Y., Veeramachaneni, V. "Thermal
and Metallurgical Considerations of a Novel Design for the Nuclear
Waste Container."

-5-
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Task A.2 - Waste Container Design

THERMAL ANDMETALLURGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF A NOVEL DESIGN FOR THE
NUCLEAR WASTE CONTAINER

Dr. Robert Skaggs and Dr. Samir Moujaes

Graduate Studentsz Yao Lei and Venugopal Veeramachaneni
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THERMAL AND METALLURGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS OF A NOVEL

DESIGN FOR THE NUCLEAR
WAS TE C ONTAINER

Dr.R.Skaggs, Dr.S.Moujaes, Y.Lei, V.V.Gopal
Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV 89154
P.No. (702) 739 3701

Abstract

The Depaxtments ofCiviland Mechanical Engineeringat University

of Nevada, Las Vegas axe involved in the high level nuclear waste project.

Designing containers for long term disposal of spent nucleax fuel end high
level radioactive waste, '_ one of the project taslm. A multi-baxrier robust
waste containment scheme is beins, actively reseaxched, as preliminary
work, has shown that, this scheme would better resist the degradation
mechanisms set up by phenomen_ such as geological activity, water im-
mersion, occurrence of mechanical loading, dry oxidizing conditions and

wet reducing condition_. 'The physical configuration of the waste cannis-
ter, has an inner shell of copper base alloy, to resist a wet reducing en-
vironment, an outer shell of nickel base alloy, to resist dry and oxidizing
conditions and a nonconducting oxide barr/er to sepaxate the two metallic

baxriers. Cement concrete is being considered for this role. With lOcm
of concrete between the metal aJloy sh_ll_ and the maximum allowable
thermal loads reaching 4740W, the possibility of reaching temperatures,

that could be detrimental to concrete is real(i.e 300°C and above). The
temperature of the inner shell, to a great degree is a function of the thick-
ness of the oxidic concrete layer. Another possible option being studied
is the use of alumina as a sandwich, between the two metal shells..With

the lOcm Mumina the m_:imum inner shell temperature will be 230°C.
To maintain the inner shell at a relatively lower temperature, only a sin-

gle copper base container will be used at the time of emplacement. After
a period of 50 years, the waste is either retrieved for processing or the

system is upgraded to a permanent multi-barrier system



1 Introduction

Ali cannisters, under consideration in current concepts are cylindrical and con-
sist of thin walled stainless steel, thin walled titanium, thick walled steel, thick

walled copper and thick walled concrete containers. Most of the proposed de-
signs include special features, such as corrosion r_sis_anc_, thermal a.d struc. _
rural stability. Very few of the above are multi-barriered designs, the German
Pollux design being an exception. It has a manganese and nickelsteel inner shell,
with an 8mm Hastalloy coating for corro_;,_onre_lstance, a 100mm polyethylene
sandwich liner, and an outer shell made of GGG40 ductile cast iron. The Cana-
dian and the U.S reference designs are single barrier. The Canadian uses a
thin titanium shell l, The U.S reference design has evolved, from an analysis of

several proposed designs. It is a vertically emplaced, overpacked thin austenitic
stainless steel cylindrical container, measuring 300cre in length and 32cm in

diameter (flgure.1)2.
According to the research work done by Lawrence Livermore National Lab-

oratory (LLNL), the thermal constraints for the container is to keep the inside
temperature, below 350°C, at the same time maintain the borehole wall temper-
ature above 97°C(_he boiling point of water at Yucca Mou,tain Site) for 1000

years 4,s,e, One of the highest thermal load waste package, contains a hybrid mix
of PWR and BWR spent fuel rods, the initial thermal load for this 10 year old

fuel rod is 4.74kW per container, Ali containers are emplaced 300m below the

ground surface, in an infinite array of equivalently loaded containers on 8 x 30
m spacings. For a single shell container, the borehole wall surface temperature
reaches 204°C at 18 years after emplacement and remains above 97°C for the
entire 1000 years. This result is under the assumption of no heat removed by
ventilation in the drift tunnels or by evaporation of the moisture in the tuff.

The proposed multi-barrier waste containment system is different from other
site specific and generic designs, in that it has three layers engineered to isolate
the nuclear waste . It has two metal alloy shells to sustain the integrity of the

package, it has a proven material like concrete as a metal-metal sandwich and
it is a Gopper. Nickel alloy system(figure.2).

2 Physicaldescriptionand modelling

The proposedwastecontainmentschemeisa multi-barrier,verticallyemplaced,

copper-nickelalloysystem,lthas a Cu.Ni 70/30(CDA 715)innershell,a nickel

base(IncalloT/8_5)outershelland an oxidicnonconductingsandwichlayerbe-
tween the two metal alloyshells,which couldbe cement concreteor alumina.

The innerand outershellsareprovidedwith liftingcollarsforfacilitatingtheir

handling.The liftingcollarsaremade of a relativelyelectronegativeelement,

such as magnesium or aluminum. This configurationwould make the contain-

ment system cathodicallyprotectedas the liftingcollarswould alsoact as sac.



rificial anodes because of their electronegatlvity,The criteria for the selection of
the cannister materials are :

® Compared to other metals, Cu-Ni 70/80 has excellent engineering proper-
ties in ali important categories, and is one of the few alloys on the priority
list of candidate metal alloys for the cannister,

• Incalloy 825 is an austenitic alloy, designed for use in extremely corrosive
environments. This alloy is stabilized with titanium to resist intergranular
corrosion and intergranular stress corrosion cracking. The nickel content
makes it very resistant to transgranular stress corrosion cracking. Molyb-
denum and copper give this alloy resistance to pitting and stress corrosion,
while the high chromium content gives it resistance to various types of ox-
idizing environments 2,s.

• Concrete retains its stability at relatively high temperatures(300 °C), which
can be further enhanced by using high alumina cement. It creates a passive
environment,dueitsbasicity(highpH),thusretardingthecorrosionmech-
anism.Highlimeconcretehastheabilitytohealcracksunderaqueous
conditions.Concreteisan insulatorandinhibitstheformationofdissimi.
lavelectrodecellgradientbetweentheouterandtheinnerdissimilarmetal
shells.

The thirdoftheabovecriteriacanbeelaboratedby lookingatthePourbaiz
diagram.Pourbaixdescribesthechemicalbehaviorofmetalsin wateron a
potential.va-pHmap. Ingeneralthreeareasareobserved.

• Immunity:Inhere,themetalisthermodynamicallystable.

• Passivity:Inhere,corrosionoccurs,butproducesan insolubleproduct.

• Corrosion:Inhere,corrosionproducesa solubleproduct.

SimplifiedPourbaizdiagramsofcopperandnickelarepresentedhere(figure.3).
As shownimmunityoccursatlowpotential,whilecorrosionoccursathighpH.
The practicalimplicationsareobvious.

• Alkalinitycontributesto thepassivityofthemetal,thusenhancingthe
resistanceofthesystem,thisisamplydemonstratedinreinforcedconcrete.

, Ce_er.t concrete will be an excellent choice, in this regard.

• High lime cement concrete, heals cracks in an aqueous environment.

• Structures maintained, at a sufficiently low potential, by a sacrificial anode
are immune to corrosion.



• From the evidence discussed above, one might expect that an extremely
durable containment system, might be formed, using corrosion resistant
alloys, in an alkaline environment, protected by sacrificial anodes.

The imposition of an electrical insulation barrier, would mean, the impo-
sition of a thermally insulated barrier, which raises questions, concerning the
adequacy of heat dissipation. The interest of this paper is also to examine the
temperature distribution, within the containment vessel, as a function of insu-
lation type, thickness and boundary conditions. The optimizing analysis of the
scheme, has the temperature of the concrete sandwich barrier (250°C), as its
constraint.

Since the temperature of the concrete layer is critical for the multi-barrier
container designi ,nsidering containers emplaced 300m, below the ground sur-
face, with spacing of 8x30m, each nuclear waste package, has an initial thermal
load of 4.74kW, therefore, finding the temperature distribution is a three di-
mensional transient heat transfer problem. To solve such a problem, requires
heavy computation. To provide an approximate temperature profile of each con-
tainer layer and to support this multi-barrier container design, we use certain
information, already available to us, from previous work 4,5,e. The assumption
was made that the wall temperature history for the case of the multi-barriered
container, is similar to that of a thin walled container. It is predicted, on the
fact that, the time response, for both these container geometries to a step in
temperature, will have a much smaller value, than the response time will be in
the rock. Hence, the use of a _teady state cae dimensional temperature profile
in the container is reasonable.

As this multi layer contr.iner will be used at the time of emplacement, we
model it as conduction heat transfer through ali the different container layers,
and heat convection pius radiation, across the air gap between the outer c'on-
tainer shell to the borehole wall. Because the height of the container (4.75m) is
much greater than its diameter (0.7lm), we can assume that, most of the heat
dissipated, through the wall of the container, hence the heat dissipation through
the top and the bottom, can be neglected. Therefore, we can solve the temper-
ature, at the outer surface of the container as free convection and radiation in
vertical concentric cylinders, with the inner cylinder being heated. Due to the
lack of data on heat transfer coefficients inside annular spaces, we are only able
to approximate this by treating the air gap, as a rectangular cavity, in regard
to convective heat transfer.

The first approximation, is that, the heat convection coefficient may be ob-
tained, from correlation proposed by Globe and Dropkin7,

n_Q _,,_' Do,o'r4k
h,,,,,=o.,,,,.... L..,- (1)

where



J

I

W
ha_, Average heat convection coefficient ,m-'_,
R,a_ Raleigh number
Pr Prandtl number

I¢ Heat conductivity of the air w,_-_._
L Thickness of the air gap ,m

Ali the properties are evaluated at average temperature of the two surfaces.
The heat transfer rate across the air gap can be calculated as

Qg - Qc_ -l- Qrad (2)

the heat gener_,ting rate being, Q0 = 4740W, initially a decaying function

with time(figure4), while, the heat transfer rate for convection, Qcon_ is

Qo.. = (3)
and the heat transfer rate for radiation, Qrad is

Qrad - °"At'(T"14 - T''24) (4)_ (_

where

T,,1 Temperature of the outer container surface, K
T,,2 Temperature of the borehole wall, K

Tare Average temperature of the air gap T,,I+T,,a K

A1 Surface area of the outer shell wall, m 2
el, e2 Emissivities of the two wall surfaces

r a Stefan.Boltzmann constant 5.67xlO-Sm-_.

From the heat transfer rate equation across the air gap, we can find the

temperature at the o_ter shell wall. The equation is non-linear and the itera-
tive method of bisection is used, to compute the temperature of the outer shell
surface. After this temperature is found, the rest of the container layer surface

temperature, can be calculated(figure5), from the heat conduction equati')n.

2._r.H.k.(T1- T2) (5)
Q' = ln( )

The second phase of the multi-barrier container design, is to place concrete

layers, and to fill the air gap, after 50 years of emplacement. It was found
that the heat flux is low enough, that the outer shell temperature will not rise

significantly, above it_ value after the initial 50 years, although heat transfer
through the contai'.er, is mainly by conduction . Figure 6, shows the results of
different temperature profiles, when a parametric variation of concrete thickness
is made.



3 Resultsand Discussion

As a resultofthisanalysis,a two stageemplacement systemwas selected.Dur-

ingthe first50 yearsof storage,a singlebarrierCu.Ni (CDA 715)cylinder
allowsadequateheatdissipationand alsopermitstheretrievalofthewastefor

reprocessing.Ifatthattime,itisdecidedupon a multi-barrierCu/Ni-Concre$e.

Incalloy.concretesystem isachieved.
Forthefirstmulti-barriercontainerdesign,withthe 10creconcretesandwich

layerand an airgap of 12.5cm,the innermetalshellcouldreacha temperature

of260°C (figure5). Ifthe thicknessofthe cohere,resandwich layerisreduced
to 5.08cm,the maximum temperatureof the innershellcouldbe loweredto

245°C(figure6). Ifan oxideof higherthermalconductivity,such as alumina

isused insteadof concreteas a sandwichlayer,the maximum temperatureof

theinnershellwould be 230°C (.figure6).This ismainly,due to thefactthat

aluminahas a higherconductivitythan concrete.

Forthesecondmulti-barriercontainerdesign,themaximum thermaloutput
wouldbeonly1922.6W, compared toamaximum of4740W inthepreviouscase.

Thiswould reducethe maximum temperatureon the innershelland would be

subjectedto200oC, usinga concrt,.sa_,dwichlayerthicknessof5cm(Jigure7).

4 Future work

Furtherstudy forthe longterm highlevelnuclearwaste repositorycontainer

design,wouldbe directedtowards,ipgradingthe thermalmodel ofthisproblem

to a three dimensional transient heat _ransfer case, coupled with a detailed model
for heat transfer mechanisms in the air gap. If we could solve this problem as
a whole, we can better predic', the t'.mrmal performance of the container, and
have better control _':,the simulation error. Accurate thermal modeling would
ensure a stable and sturdy waste containmetat scheme.
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DOE PROJECT MID-YEAR REPORT

Task 2. a

From: Dr.mojaes and Y.Lei

date: Feb. 6, 1992

This report presents our progress for the continuation of
research on the thermal effects of heat generation from the
nuclear waste on the container material and surrounding rock.

In the _ last report, one of major research problems for the
thermal performance of the container and surrounding rock is the
heat transfer in the air-gap between the waste container and the
surrounding rock-wall. In this air-gap, there is a combination of
free convection and radiation heat transfer. The resulting heat
transfer problem could affect the peak temperature of the waste
container and the nuclear waste temperature which are the main
concerns in designing the container and selecting its materials
along of course corrosion concerns.

Recently, a thermal analysis was performed for one of the nuclear
waste container design using a multi-barrier system. The main
goal of this study is to learn what kind of thermal distribution
would be on this multi-barrier system. It was assumed that the
initial thermal load 4.74kW per container (this is the highest

thermal loa_ e
literature) ._ _,_ container which is provided in the previous' Using previous data which include the history

of spent fuel unit therma_ _u_ut, and the temperature on the
rock wall as input data. _' , , was possible to predict the
temperature history on the different barrier layers.

The container design for this study is a copper-nickel alloy
system. It has a Cu-Ni 70/30 (CDA 715) inner shell, a nickel base
(Incalloy 825) outer shell and an oxidic nonconducting sandwich
layer between the two metal alloy shells, which could be cement,
concrete or alumina (Fig. I).

The imposition of an electrical insulation barrier, would mean,



the imposition of a thermally insulated barrier, which raises the
questions, concerning the adequacy of heat dissipation. The aim
of this work is to examine the temperature distribution, within
the containment vessel, as a function of insulation type,
thickness and boundary conditions (air-gap between the container
and the borehole wall). The maximum temperature allowed for the
concrete sandwich barrier is 250 degree C.

Since the temperature of the concrete layer is critical for the
multi-barrier container design, considering containers emplaced

300m, below the ground surface, with spacing of 8x30m, each
nuclear waste package has an initial thermal load of 4.74kW,
(Fig. 2) therefore, finding the temperature distribution over the
whole field is a three-dimensional transient heat transfer

problem. To solve such a problem, requires heavy computation. To
provide an approximate temperature profile of each container
layer and to support this multi-barrier container design, we used
certain information, already available to us r from. prev_Q_ work
(work done by LLNL for the single barrier deslgn). _' _' _ The
assumption was made that the borehole wall temperature history
for the case of the multi-barrier container, is similar to that
of a thin walled container, lt is predicated, on the fact that
the time response, for both these container geometries, to a step
in temperature, will have a much smaller value, than the response
time needed in the rock. Hence, the use of a steady state, one

dimensional temperature profile in the container seems reasonable
for approximation purposes.

I L

\i As this iLu_ti layer container will be used at the time of
emplacement, it was modeled as a conduction heat transfer through
all the different container layers, and heat convection with

radiation, across the air gap between the outer container shell
to the borehole wall, the thermal properties of the air were also
left as a variable and were part of the solution. Because the

height of the container (4.75m) is much greater than its diameter
(0.71m), it was assume that, most of the heat dissipates, through
the wall of the container, hence the heat dissipation through the

top and the bottom, can be neglected. Therefore, we can solve the
temperature, at the outer surface of the container as a free
convection and radiation in vertical concentric cylinders, with

the inner cylinder being heated. Due to the lack of data on heat
transfer coefficients inside annular spaces, we are only able to

approximate this by treating the air gap, as a rectangular
cavity, in regard to convective heat transfer.



The first approximation, is that, the heat convection coefficien_
may be obtained, from correlation proposed by Globe and Dropkin. _

C
have=0.069,RaLl/3*pr0"074*k/L (i) i

where

hav e Average heat convection coefficient, W/(m2*K)

Ra L Raleigh number

Pr Prandtl number

k Heat conductivity of the air, W/(m*K)

L Thickness of the air gap, m

All the properties are evaluated at average temperature of the
two surfaces. The heat transfer rate across the air gap can be
calculated as

Qg=Qconv+Qrad

The heat generating rate being. Qa=4740W, initially is a decaying
function with time (Fig. 2) whlZe, the heat transfer rate for

convection, Qconv is

Qconv=have,A • (Tsl-Tave) (3 )

and the heat transfer rate radiation, Qrad is

_ ?.,24) (4)
IL ' II '%PI J

where



Tsl Temperature of the outer container surface, K

Ts2 Temperature of the borehole wall, K

Tav e Average temperature of the air gap 0.5*(Tsl+Ts2), K

A 1 Surface area of the outer shell wall, m 2

_._ Emissivities of the two wall surfaces

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67XI0 -8 W/(m2*K 4)

From the heat transfer rate equation acloss the air gap, we can
find the temperature at the outer shell wall. The equation is
non-linear and the iterative method of bisection is used, to
compute the temperature of the outer shell surface. After this
temperature is found, the rest of the container layer surface
temperature, can be calculated (Fig. 3), from the heat conduction
equation.

Q,= 2.fs.k
(5)

Fig. 4, show the results of different temperature profiles of the
inner concrete layer surface, when a parametric variation of its
thickness is made.

The second phase of the multi-barrier container design, is to
place concrete layers, and fill the air gap, after 50 years of
emplacement. It was found that the heat flux is low enough that
the outer shell temperature will not rise significantly above
its value after the initial 50 years. This would be true although
heat transfer through the container, is now mainly by conduction
and the effect of radiation and convection have stopped.

As a result of this analysis, a two stage emplacement system was
selected. During the first 50 years of storage, a single barrier
Cu-Ni (CDA 715) cylinder allows adequate heat dissipation and
permits the retrieval of the waste for reprocessing. If at that
time, it is decided a multi-barrier is needed then a Cu/Ni-
Concrete-Incalloy -Concrete System is used



For the first multi-barrier container design, with the 10cm
concrete sandwich layer and an air gap of 12.5cm, the inner shell
could reach a temperature of 260 degree C (Fig. 3). If the
thickness of the concrete is reduced to 5cm, the maximum
temperature of the inner shell could be lowered to 245 degree C
(Fig. 4). If an oxide that has a higher thermal conductivity,
such alumima is used instead of concrete as a sandwich layer, the
maximum temperature of the inner shell would be 230 degree C
(Fig. 4). This is mainly, due to the fact that alumina has a
higher conductivity than concrete.

For the second multi-barrier container design, the maximum
thermal output for each container would be only 1922.6W, compared
to a maximum of 4740W in the previous case. This would reduce the
maximum temperature on the inner shell and would be subjected to
200 degree C, using a concrete sandwich layer thickness of 5cm
(Fig. 5).

Since last September, we have been working with a finite elements
software package call FIDAP (fluid dynamics analysis package).
This program is capable of simulating a wide range of heat
transfer and fluid dynamic problems. These include:

i. Laminar and turbulent flows. Turbulent flows are modeled

with either a Prandtl mixing-length model or a k-_ model

2. Newtonian or non-Newtonian flows. Non-Newtonian Tluids

are described by a prescribed relation between viscosity and
shear rate

3. Flows in fully saturated porous media. Both Brinkman and
Forchheimer extensions of Darcy's law are available

4. Flows with mass transport. Advection and diff[_sion of a
dispersed phase in a fluid flow can be modeled

5. Steady-state or transient flows

6. Forced convection problems

7. Free convection problems



8. Mixed convection problems

9. Advection-diffusion problems (energy equation and/or

species transport equations only)

10. Flows driven by body forces (gravitational, centrifugal,
coriolis, electromagnetic)

ii. Periodic, separating or recirculating flows

12. Swirling flows

13. Flows in rotating or translating frames of reference

14. Flows with a free or moving surface, including moving

contact points

15. Surface tension driven thermal flows. Flows driven by
thermal surface tension gradients

16. Solidification and melting, with latent heat release and
mass transfer across phase-change boundaries

17. Mass transport due to homogeneous and heterogeneous
chemical reactions

18. Diffuse gray-body surface radiation, including view
factor calculations

19. Heat transfer in solid regions bounding the flow can be
modeled; i.e., conjugate heat transfer problems

FIDAP accepts either two-dimensional, axi-symmetric or three-
dimensional, transient or steady-state form of the above

problems.

Beside the air-gap problem, the heat transfer in the rock (tuff)
also can be modeled and simulated by FIDAP. The various

capabilities and option in the FI_P package will give us a
opportunity to set-up a more realistic model for a better detail '
study of over all thermal performance in this Yucca Mountain
nuclear waste repository project.



l

e,

Now we are in the stage of running a simple problem (flow in a

circular pipe) to get familiar with the FIDAP program. We have
run the simple FLOW IN PIPE problem successfully (Three of the
problem plots, element mesh plot, velocity vector plot, and time
step history plot are attached in the _iddendum). We are going to
do an example problem of Developing Flow in a Vertical Channel,
this problem is similar to our Air-Gap problem. After we learn
how to input and run some simple problems correctly, we will
setup our Air-Gap problem for the simulation.

In Feb. 20 1992, we are going to attend a FIDAP seminar in

Sunnyvale, CA. This is a basic two-day introductory FIDAP class.
Since we are using FIDAP to do computer simulations, attend this
seminar would help us to use the program more efficiently.
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ABSTRACT does not claim to be a substitute f,
the ASNE codes; it merely organizes

lt would be highly desirable if a the process of reviewing the codes
widely accepted standard could be nuclear waste package application.
applied to the design of permanent
nuclear warte storage containers, to 13F_RODUOTION
ensure their integrity. One suc.h
standard is the ASME Pressure Vessel The design of nuclear waste
Code. In this paper, we have explored containers presents a challenging
the applicability of this code to the problem. The container has to maint
design process of spent nu:lear fuel integrity over an extended period.
storage containers. We have identified is advantageous if the design follo
a list of the major sections of the a widely accepted standard such as
code that are related to t_e waste ASME Pressure Vessel Code. Our firs

container design. These sections have objective is to compile a list of t
been investigated and than applied to ASHE Pressure Vessel Codes that car,
a preliminary spent fuel container applied to waste package containers
design. A comparison of the six design and Nanufa_ing processes.
candidate materials performance is Our second objective is to explore
presented, use of these applicable codes to th

preliminary waste package container
_SCLAIMX_8 designs. This application of the A_

codes to t_e preliminary waste
Any ep _nions, findings, conclusions, container design is very generalize
or r_c ':mendations expressed herein and thus, it may he _p_lied to any
are those of the author(s) and do not final design.

necessarily reflect the views of the The authors realize that the w_
Department of Energy (DOE). packages contained within the wastt

paakage containers are not likely
The authors of this paper have written :reate high pressures. However, rh,
it in handbook format, to simplify ASME pressure vessel code is still
possible future use of the ASME widely accepted and informative
Pressure Vessel and Boiler Codes to document with a broad range of des

waste package design. The authors give criterion based on past experience
full credit for the contents of the (e.g. acceptable pressure vessel
codes to the ASME committees that materials, maximum acceptable desi
authored them. _-_,,__-.._-_,......._4n.no way temperature, minimum acceptable
_l =4_ _v credit for the portions of container wall _icknesses, ve_el



, The remainder of _his pap._._ _n_ p=_=_.
discusses the following topics.

I. an int.rodu_ion to the ASME ZZ. r_TRODUOTION TO _ PRISSU_
, pressure vessel and boiler codes, _SSIL OODB RULRH F0R M_TIRYJ_L

2. a discussion of ce_-tain sections BI_R_/ON __wD P_RBSURI V_BBBL DRBZ_
of the code relevant to the
nuclear waste container design, The first step that one should

3. an application of the ASME take, when designing a pressure
pressure vessel and boiler codes vessel, is to select the building
to the nuclear waste container material(s). The material must be
design, selected on the basis of its

suitability for the intended servil
Z, INTRODU_TZON TO _S_ PRESSURE with respect to:

_SSEL CODES a. retention of satisfactory
mechanical properties.

The ASME code (which consists of b. resistance to corrosion,
eleven sections plus code cases) erosion, oxidation, and o_
addresses the following topics: power deterioratinn _actors durir
boilers, material specifications, their intended service 1if,
general requirements for nuclear power The second step is to _hsok the
plant components and structures, pressure vessel design using the
heating boilers, nondestructive formulae contain4d in section VIII
examination, recommended rules for
care and operation of heating boilers, &. _toEial Selection PEooeduz
recommended guidelines for the care of Using _ Oodo So=rien ZZ
power boilers, pressure vessels,
welding and brazing qualifications, The following is a descriptior
fiberglass-reinforced-plastic pressure how to identify materials in secti
vessels, and rules for inservice II. The first step is to determin_
inspection of nuclear power plant chemical composition of the metal
components, break the material down into one o

the following three categories:
There are three main sections of 1. Section A (Ferrous Materia_

the ASME boiler and pressure vessel 2. Sect.ion B (Nonferrous-
code that are applicable _o the Materials).
preliminary nuclear waste contsiner 3. Section C (Welding Rods,
design. The first is section II which Electrodes and Filler Meta
clearly identifies known pressure
vessel materials and includes rules The second step is to lock thz
for the ASME identification of new the index that precedes the applic
materials. The second applicable subsection and turn to the indica_
portion of the code is section VIII pages for the corresponding chemic
which gives the general requirements composition. Then the researcher
for pressure vessel design. The third t_trn to the table at the end of t_
is section IX which discusses the above subsection and lock through
brazing and welding qualifications for to verify that the material that c
all ASME identified materials, is looking up has the chemical

composition which is included in t
We originally thought that we table.

would have had a fou_ applicable
ASME section (namely, sec_:ion III - Once the above Search is comp_
Rules for Construction of Nuclear the researcher has access to the
Power Plant Components), but a closer following information about the
inspection revealed the following, material under consideration: soc
This section (section III) referenced documents, ordering
consistently provided higher allowable information, chemical composition,
stress values than section VIII for mechanical properties, test metho¢
the same material. Thus, the pressure inspection, certification, produc_
vesnel section was more conservative marking, and other categories too

--- ......_ n,_- r,_m.__oum to list here(safer) and sectlun _ ,_-- .... . •
contribute to a more desirable design.



, B, Design1 Pz_aed_ex uiimg ASKS compos_-u_on u_ _=_ _--_ ......
Code Seation VIII listed in paper _. For each material

listed in the code, the chemical
ASME Code section VIII consists oomposition is also identified. We

mainly of part UG (pages 9 - 94) which ensured that we had identified the
is entitled "General Requirements for correct material by comparing these
All Methods of Construction [of two c_hemical compositions.
pressure vessels] and AI1 Materials".
"The requirements of part UG are Each of the candidate materials
applicable to all pressure vessels and or its closest match (see ,Tables 1,2
vessel parts and shall be used in and 3), is listed in the ASME codes
conjunction with the specific section XIII, subsection C (Tables
requirements in Subsections B and C UNF-23.2, UNF-23.3, and UHA-23 ). The
and the Mandatory Appendices that tables list the maximum allowable
pertain _to the method of fabrication stress values in tension (over the

and the material used" (ssc. VIII I, acceptable design temperature range)
p.13). The remainder of the section for each respective material. Table
(pages 95 - 805) consists of lists the candidate materials (or
supporting tables, appendices, and their closest match, as explained
indices for part UG. above) and the maximum allowable

design temperature for that material
III. _/__TZON OF TRR _ FRZBBURE
VZSBEL CO_ TO TH_ PRBLrMllTARY DESIGN B Design T_peratuEe for _ucle
OF, _ NIlJCY_WL___W____RTIICO]fl'_tTlfBR Waste containez

Although the final design of the The temperature is expected to
nuclear waste container ham not been rise considerably durin_ the first I

decided, several preliminary designs years of nuclear material storage.
are avallable 2,3.4,y,_6. Six candidate magnitude of this temperature rise
materials have also been selected 2. We will depend upon the particular rue3
used the container design from the that is used and the amount of time
cost estimate stud_ (see Figure i), that the fuel has been in temporary
and each or the six candidate storage before it is deposi_ted Into
materials, for the following analysis, permanent storage. In paper', LLNL
However, this analysis is of generic provided extensive information about
nature and may be applied to any final the temperatur.e rise of stored fuel
design, and the corresponding container and

' borehole temperatures, over time. T_
i= 26.00 _ maximum container temperature will !

} approximately 263 degrees Celsius (:

I ....... ..... F) and will occur approximately 121,25 J years after emplacement in host roc}

l 0.375 ---- Subseation U_-20 (Design

187.5 ------25,25 ---- Temperature}, speoifies that an
operating teapezatuze highez than

1 "_ -_ the.. li.t .d in rh. t_bl., of

subse_Lon O, for a speaifio nuLteri
is net pez_Ltted Studying Table 4

- is thus clear that both CDA-102 (PU:
CODDer_ and CDA-614 (Aluminum-Bronz,_

Figure I - One Possible Container are net permitted bv the ASME _ress_
Design s. (All dimensions are in vessel and boiler code. For either,
inches. ) these two materials to be used, one

more of the following factors has t,
A. IdontiZioation o_ _ho Nuoleer be changed.

Waste Container Candidate Naterials in I. spent fuel rods temperature
ABMZ Code Section IZ the time of loading into

waste container and/or the

We beq_n our search in ASME Code number of rods loaded into
____ _

section II, by attempting to locate each ---.
_h nf the six candidate materials 2. waste container wall-thickne. _



DOE IDENTIFIED SAME (OR MOST SIMILAR) ASME
MATERIAL IDENTIFIED MATERIAL

' -- I -- I I I I II _-- II IIII II I I' I "

AISI-_04L (Chromium- UNS-$30403
Nickel stainless steel)

I Illl I ] Ill I I I III I I

AISI-316L (Chromium- UNS-$31603
Nickel stainless steel)

III II I II III III II I II

Incoloy-825 (Nickel-Iron- UNS-N08825
Chromimn-molybdenum-

Copper alloy)I I I I Ill [ I n i I

(99.95% pure not found but closely approximated
coppe=) by u_s-cllooo ......

(Aluminum-Bronze not found but closely approximated
alloy) I Ii by UNS-C61400i ii iii i i i iit

(Copper-Nickel UNS-C71500
alloy)

III ' II I I li I ii i i iii ii]iii i Iii i,

TABL_ 1 - _MZ IDENTIFICATION 07 THE SIX DO_ 8PZCIFIZD _ENDIDATR
MIT2RIALS

_mTER3__L SPZaZTIZD CONTE_ _ aS_ aO_ST _ (UNS-
(tDA-102) O_0001

'I I' llll III I lBl II 'I =r • 'I III IIII III llI I Bl Ii I .... I I_

Copper 99.95 99.90i i i ii i ii i iiii ii i

Oxygen 0.0 (not listed)
I IlII li • I IllS Iii Iii I I I I I

TABLZ 2 - DOS BPRCIPIHD CONTHNT ]POR COPPBR VI, ABM]B IDZNTIFI2D

I II I I Illll I I lll I I ,

mmTZP_L SP_.CIYIZDCO_ _ AS_ CO_
(CDA-_3 ) (CDA-_4 )

_ IIll'1 I I I I I.... .... I I I tl

Iron 3.5 (max) 1.5-3.5
II II I I I I I I I I I II i I i

Lead 0.0 0.01 (max)
..... I [ Iii II L I

Tin 0.2-0.5 0.0
I I IIllll I I r II II II II II i

Aluminum 6.0-8.0 6.0-8.0
I I I II I I II I II I III I

,, Man,gan,ose, o.s (,,.=,,ax) ,,, 1.o (=ax) .....

Nickel 0.5 (max) 0.0i ii i i i ii ii

Zinc 0.0 0.20 (max)
i 1 Iii i i i i i i

Phosphorus 0.0 0.015 (max)
I I I I I iii II I I I I I I

Copper (pure) 92.7 (nora) remainder
(pure) {incl. silver)

i III III I

TA_I_ _ D_= -__n _._ VR.. THR MOST SIMILAR ASMEm _i_lli Iii I_I i Y I_ . _ -

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL (CDA-614)
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3. waste con_alner maue,_=_ __. _.._ ._.......
following formula and the fact that

C. QozTosion the fuel tamp will be about 644
. degrees fahrenheit when the contain

The ASMr Pressure Vessel Codes tamp is 505 degrees fahrenheit z.
require that a corrosion allowance be

calculated for a container over its PI'V%. P2"V2

useful life. This corrosion allowance T_ T2
is to be subtracted from the nominal

thickness prior to any calculations

(wall-thickness, pressure, etc..). I. Oaloulatlons of Nuoleaz Wasl
However, the codes also specify (in Qontalnez Shell 8tresses
UG-25) that the designer =an perform

subsequent calculations (wall- The container design that we a_
thickness, pressure, etc. ) if be/she analyzing can be divided into three
specifies that these calculations have parts: a flat top plate, a hollow
been performed without the necessary circular cylinder, and a flat boric
corrosion thickness allowance. (again, see Figure 1). The containe

pintle is not considered in this
The most extensive study of study. The analyses in this section

expected corrosion rates on the six apply to the shell (holluw cylinder
candidate materials for waste portion of the nuclear waste

containers is in paperS, In this study, container, as formatted in the code
overall corrosion in various The head and bottom of the contains
environments ranging from arid desert will be analyzed in section 4 belo_
regions to sea water were conducted. The ASME codes provide separate de._
These environments represent the best formulas for various head shapes e.
and the worst case scenarios, spherical, ellipsoidal, etc..
respectively. However, this is a short

term study (I to 30 years) and it I. Maximum _llowable Stress
usually supplies only one or _wo data Values
points for each corrosion case. The

authors feel that it is inappropriate Section (UG-23) contains the zn
to extrapolate any useful long-range under which the maximum allowable
(on the order of 300-1000 years) stress value for a particular
results from such limited data. Thus, container material shall, be determ:
the authors have chosen to perform using the ASME =odes. This process
subsequent calculations (wall- based primarily on tns dimensions (
thickness, allowable pressures, etc. ) the container, the candidate mater:
without includina corrosion allowanc_ strength at the maximum expected
_, until more ex_ensive temperature, and the design formul_
corrosion data is available, in section UG-23 of section VIII_

Section UG-23 provides step by ste!
D. Design Pressu2e instructions which are briefly

delineated as follows (with the va_
Section (UG-21) requires that all shown in Table 5):

vessels must at the least be _esigned

for the most severe conditions of _ Find the maximum allowabl,
pressure and temperature that are to tensile stress permittad in the
be expected during normal use of the applicable tables of subsection C
pressure vessel. This section is (section VIII).
closely related to UG-27 and UG-28
which deal with vessel wall thickness _ Find the "B" value determ
calculations due to internal and by using the "A" factor. The "A"
external pressures, respectively. The factor is:
internal pressure value that we have
used does not take any nuclear factors A=O .125

into consideration, it is based solely (R)on temperature and thermodynamic
considerations.

The maximum internal pressure that where,
...._,_,,,,, ,'._n_i_,_- R is the outside radius of



_Ill_. .L

M.Z,OWiHZ,H 3LLQWIBLH
DHflZGll .... ,. 8TRRBB KT

'_ TRN_. (7) t ' TRIS _.
(lr.sL)

IIII J II III I II I I J III II III

3o4 - sA-24o) 85o 9.4i i iiiii li illl i ii ii ii

,1L]:BZ 3:1.6L (ASME,' " SA-240) 850 9.4I n " i i v Hl,lt ,,i

Znaolc_ 82S (ASME - SB-424) 1000 16.6i I i ii iii i i i i iiir III II irl

(:D,1L.102 (AS_.... ". SB-11) 400 3.0L II I I

tmx its (a_4! (Am._" sn-leg) s0o le.s, I iii ii I I I ii i i ii

ezra 71s (AS_, = Sn-402) ,,, 6O0 _,0i ii i ii i s i ii I

Notosz
1. The =und=u= design Cmnpe_Cu.ce is SOS degrees F.
2. For several of the above materials, the design

t_mperatures and s_Tongth may depend on the thickness,
produ_-_ form, or grade. In the above tal01e, the values
were lisCed for 3/8" thi_ plate. Where two strength
values were listed in the ABNE =odes, the lowest
s1:rength value of the corlqurpondinq material was chosen.

3. It: is noted 1:hat:the maximm allowable mt:rength remains
1:11osame or decreases u the plat:e thirJcnes8 ,increases.

" I li i i " I I l i iii l I I

T_B_B 4 - D_IIZGN 'l"J_FJ_lk'L't3'RI _ BTRBB8 O7 C_URDZDI_
NITBR.I:I_

i , I I I ,, I II Ill I III Illll I

C_lFmkZlfl_ Step 1: St:mp 3: Step 4: Step S:
MITlflt,ZJ_ lflz:clam ZOWlUIT

J_IOWKBLB _ _JmB _Y
TJmlBZ_ G0ml_I_IB_rB __B
_O nmloo (p8£) _o
(psi) (psi) (psi)

I I J Hl I I lllll IJ J Jill J I li i I I li t Ii

AISI 304L B m 9,546 10,875 9,546 11,455
ii i iii I i i I iii i i

AISI 316L B - 12,,569 _,,,,26!J, 12,569 15,083|,! i i ii i i

I.ncolc_' 825 B " 11,028 18r275 11,028 13,.234, , ii i ii ] i i ii i III i • i

lo2 (4oo .o=-- _ i i iii I iii

_ i I i i i i j i

, CDA 715 B m 3,190 7 r 900 3..,190 3 ,_828
* xo_ea's ........... "..........

1. All of Cho above nuuciuu= a_lcnmble compressive sC..-ea8
values vez_ calculat:ed using 505 _/z'ees fahrenheit as
the design 1:8_perat%tr8 value. No _ safety fact:or was
used in _bese oal_-ulat:ions.

2. The maximum allowable _ile _B values (tabulat:od
above) Eefle¢1: the smallest: value t:hat:was lis_od in
subsect:ion C (of sect:ion VIII). [We have adopted this
convent:ion because the 1:able _ many sl_rass values for
many of the DOE oandida_e =at:erials].

3. Annealed =opper only goes up I:o 400 degrees Zahrenheit on
the applicable ASME table in subsection C.

|_ ii II II I , i I

TABLE S - MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BTREBB V'ALTIEB



t is the minimum thickness of the
cylindrical shell or tube after 3. ThlaXnmms o£ Shells ud
the corrosion allowance has been T_bem Undez _eEnal PzemsttTe
subtracted.

This section (UG-28) contains
The "A" value is used in calculations for determining the

conjunction with the applicable graph minimum allowable wall thickness due
or table in appendix #5 (section VIII) to the greatest external pressure th
to determine the "B" value, is expected over the life of the

vessel. The formula for maximum

Determine the smallest value allowable external pressure is:
from steps 1 & 3.

• Pextm 4"B
The maximum primary membrane 3[2__'Rf (

stress is 1.2 multiplied by the value
obtained in step 4.

The final stress calculations may be where,
modified to account for any additional B is t_ be taken off Table 5,
stress factors, step #I.

2. Thiaknesm of Shells Undez 4. Unstayed Flatheads and
Internal PEessuEe Covezs

This section (UG-27) contains This section (UG-34) contains
calculations to determine the minimum calculations which are used to
allowable wall thickness that is determine the minimum required
required for the worst internal thickness for unstayed flat heads,
pressure conditions that are expected cover plates and blind flanges. Thes
over the life of the vessel. This is requirements apply to both circular
done by comparing the results of i and and noncircular heads and covers. Sc
ii: acceptable types of flat heads and

covers are shown in ASME section VII
io the circumferential membrane page 37. The bottom of the containez

stress: has to withstand the payload during

S'E'C manipulation of the container. The
Pcir= {3) formula for maximum _llowable interr

r+ (0.6'C) pressure on the flat head of a
pressure vessel is:

where,
S is the lowest stress value from p= S "E'h2

Table 5, step #4. C(2R) 2
E is the joint efficiency for the

applicable Joint method (E-0.9). where,
r is the inside radius of the shell C is an ASME determined factor whi(

under consideration, depends on the method of
attachment of the head, the shel

and, dimensions, and other factors
listed in the ASME codes.

ii. the longitudinal membrane h is the thickness of the heads.

stress: IV. COMPltRZSON OF MITZRI_L I_IUFO_

We will introduce a performance

P1ung= .....2"S'E't index, to evaluate the suitability (
r- (0 4"C) (4) the candidate materials. This index' is:

n

Per. Index= _ (a_"k_)

The maximum allowable wor_ing pressure
_ ._l _,Hvical shells shall be the



_ a_ is a weight factor which can have AAT_a_A_ _._,__.-_ . __
a range between 0 and i, depending AISI-304L 2.85

. on the relative importance of a AISI-316L 3.22
particular design factor. Incoloy-825 3.33

k! is a dimensionless number which rioter
describes one of the factors I. CDA-102 and CDA-614 were not
affecting the container design, included in the above table because
The value of k! must always be is not meaningful to include materia:
greater than 1.0. in a performance index where these

n is the number of design factors materials are not permitted due to
which contribute to the temperature restric_cions.
performance index. 2. CDA-715 was also not included

because the lowest factor of safety
In this paper, the performance (longitudinal stress) was less than

index is based on the stresses and the .......................................
temperature effects. However, the Table 7 - PRP20_CD INDIX FOR THR
performance index can be expanded to _&NDID_TZ MATIRXAL_! IrT 505 P.
include areas such as corrosion,
weldability, and/or cost, etc.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
For stresses, we considered the

case when the container is carrying 18 The ASME Pressure Vessel and

of the heaviest consolidated BWR Boiler Code is relevant to the desig
assemblies that we could identify process of the spent nuclear fuel
(namely - eighteen Exxon/ANF 7x7 containers, for the Waste Package
assemblies) _. The total weight of the Project. See section II.B to
eighteen consolidate assemblies is understand the enormous potential of
equal to, 11144 lb. The canister the =odes (i.e. the codes cover many
weight varies from 1999 to 2233 lh, procedures from ordering information
depending to the material it is made about materials to final inspections
of. Thus the performance index that we of the finished product). Unless the
have chosen is: spent fuel rod temperature, at the

time of final storage container
Per. Index= (a_._) + (a2"_) (8) closure, is lower than (and will

remain lower than), the temperature
where, indicated in paper', the use of UNS

aI = 1.0 = a_. (Thus, the design C11000, pure copper, (almost identic
factors ar_' equally weighted), to CDA-102, see Table 2) is not

kI is the lowest factor of safety due recommended. The temperature stated
to the longitudinal, paper 6 is approximately 263 degrees

• circumferential, and head stresses celsius which is 505 degrees
(including container weight and fahrenheit. The ASME codes do not

fuel rod loading, i.e. 18 permit the use of pure copper (tDA-
consolidated BWR assemblies). 102) above 400 degrees fahrenheit.

is calculated as follows: Similarly, the CDA 613, Aluminum-
Bronze alloy, (almost identical to ¢

( T_ul'l (') 614, see Table3) is not permitted_
_=_ T_j=mf/ the _ codes above temperatures o_

500 degrees fahrenheit. Although th_
is only a five degree temperature

where, infraction in the CDA-614 case, the

Tatt_te.iS the maximum allowable possibility of this infraction last:
working temperature according on the order of t_enty years or mor(
to Table 4. makes this temperature infraction a

T_r, ti_ is the maximum operating major design concern.
temperature of the waste
container during t_.a initial All of the ASME pressure vessel
emplacement years (505 F). calculations herein were performed

The result of this material without subtracting the corrosion
p-_-__-_- _mparison are shown in allowance of material from the nomi:_.L JL. 4Nt j_ 6,6&_ 6 6 W ,em ",,."........

Table 7. thicMness oi bhe oont=in_-r _,,_-_._.i___
design-life. The authors feel that



_orr_sion allowancm can be calculated. Fabri-a'ation and Closure DeveloDmen
An area of special concern is the Nuclear Waste Containers for Sto_
_atudy of localizmd corrosion on each at Nevada's Yucca Mountain, _ LawEen
candidate material. Livermore National Laboratory.

For the portion of the design that 3. J.N. NaBs. Nay, 1989.
was completed in sec_cion III of this of Conner. Al,minum Bronze. and
paper, the c_Irrent 3/8" shell Conner-Nickel for Yucca Mountain
thickness appears to ensure shell Prc_e_t (y_rp) Container Material,
integrity (except where noted above) Lawrence Livermore National
under normal circumstances which are Laboratory.
expected at a permanent storage site
in tuff. 4. L.Bo Ballou. July, 1989.

Status of Waste Packa=e Designs f_
A flat headed design may not be an the Yucca Mountain Pro_ect. Lawran

efficient design because this design Livermore National Laboratory.
will use far more material to obtain
stress levels which are easily 5. J.C. Farmer G R.D. McCright.
obtained (with far less material) November, 1989. Review of Model-
using c_trved heads. Relevant tm the PTedlc_ion of

Performance of Hi=h-Level Radioa_
Our study of the current Waste DimDosal Containers. Lawrenc

preliminary design using the six Livermore National Laboratory.
candidate materials suggests that the
best candidate material to use in the 6. Cost Estimate of Rich Level
construction of the nuclear waste RadioacWcive Waste Container for t_
containers construction is Nickel- Yucca _ountaln PTo4ec_. Repor_ #UC

Iron-Chromlum-Molybdenum-Copper Alloy 21863, Lawrence Livermore National
also known as Incoloy-825. This Laboratory.
material was chosen due to its

superior performance index. 7. O'Neal et al. November i, 198,
Preclosure Analysis of Concen_ual
Waste Paokaae Desians for a Nucle_
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ABSTRACT automated, Advanced labelingmethods were studiedfor

possibleapplicationtothewastepackageincludingbarcoding,

The containersusedtostorespentfuelinan underground RF labels,andothercomputer-lntegratedtechniques,

repositorymust meet federalguidelinesthatcallforunique

labels that identify the contents and processing histo_,, Various metals and alloys, including steels, nk_kel and
Existingstandardsinthenuclearpowerindustryand relevant copperalloys,thdaluminumbronzearebeinginvestigatedfor

ASM E/ANSl codes have been revlewed for possible appUcation use as disposal container materials 2, The use of labels that

to the spent-fuel container labeling, An array of labeling could be welded directly onto the container were, therefore,
techniques were found that includerecommendations for: investigated,

fonts, word spacing, color combinations, label materials and
mounting methods, placement, and content, The use of bar [1. RELATED CODES
code, optical character recognition, and RF labels were also
studied to meet the requirement that the container labels be A. NRC Requirements
consistent with the methods used to maintain the repository

records, WastepackagelabelingisdescribedinPart60.135(b)(4'Jof

theUSNRC rulesand regtdationsIgoverningthedisposalof

I,INTRODUCTION hlgh.levelradloact_vewaste.Thissectionstates:
t

The high-levelspentfuelwastepackageintendedfor "Uniqueidentification.A labelorothermeans

underground storage will require accurate labeling to meet the of ldenttfw.ation shall be provided for each

guidelines specified by Federal Regulation 10 CFR 60,135, waste package, The identification shall not
The labeling system must be designed to ensure that each impair the integrity of the waste package and
package has a unique identification traceable to its contents" shall be applied in such a way that the
that must be consistent with the permanent records maintained information shall be legible at least to the end

by the repository, The label must be designed in such a way of the period of re*c_vabtltty, Each waste

that it does notimpairthe integrity of the waste package. The package identification shall lm consistent with

regulations also have requirements that have yet to be the waste package's permanent written
determined relating to the legibilityof the waste package label, records,"

Both the body and the ltd of the container must be labeled.
B. U.S. DOE Requirements

Inthisstudy, a surveyof available labeling techniques was

conductedtodeterminethemethodscurrentlyusedby the The U.S.DepartmentofEnergy,ina recentdraftofits

industry.Informationwas solicitedfrom the national wastepackagerequirementsdocunmnt_,madeseveralreferences

laboratories regarding the current labeling technology applied to the waste package label to satisfy the NRC rules, The waste
to transportation containers, fuel assemblies, and other spent package label must be unique, the label must provide an
fuet storage devices. Maintaining records on the estimated external identification that is traceable to the container's

10,000 spent-fuel containers to be placed in an underground contents, and both the body and the lid must be labeled to
repository will be expedited if the reading of labels can be document the process history of the container, The container



) IdentilL_tlonisrequir_tobecomdstentwlthtl_methodsused pan by labetlng inadeq',mcim(46% by operators, 36% by
to maintaintherepositoryrecordsand thelabelmustbe apptled instruamatation and control techag'la_, and 12% by
"In stt_ a way that the information on 99% of the waste maintenancepersonnel), The industryset ptant.wlde labeling

, packagesshall remainattachedand legibleat leastto theendof .standardsto decreasethree errors, The standardsdeflne label
theperiodof retrievability",Thedraftdocumentnoted thatthe placement,visibility,and contrast,
term"legible"wasyet to be determined,

I, Character Spectl_tlon_
C. ASMF../ANSIStandards

Characterfontsaredefinedincludingspacing,style,height,

The professionalen_gorgantzations haveanumber width,and case, The followingpoints werenoted:
of codes that may be appiledto the waste package labeling,
The ANSI/ASME NQA-I-1989, "Quality Assurance 1, The guidelines suggest that a hierarchical labeling

Requirementsfor Nuclear Facilities" 4 specifystandards for schemebeempioyedthatuseslargeroharactersto stress
ldentilkation of items (11,8) and traceability ([II,2), mainheadingsandavoids repetitioustaformation
Identificationmarkingsare required to clearly and legibly 2, Labels must be done in upper case or capital letters,
identifyitemsusedinthenuclearindustry, The labelsmustnot Additional informationmay be in lowercase,
adversely affect the function or service life of the item, 3, Characters must be simplesans serif fonts, such as
Provisionsmust bemade to ensurethat labelsarenot damaged Helveticaor Univers,FigureIdemonstratesacceptable

during handling,due to aging, or subject to environmental and unacceptablefonts,
deterioration, Supplement8S-1 documents the requirements 4, Character wldth-to-heightratios should be i:l to 3:5
for identificationandcontrolof items in the nuclearindustry, and legibilityisstressed.
This section calls for physicalidentification to be used to the 5, Des/redviewingdistanceaffects the sizeof the font to
maximumextent possible, Markingsmust be applied to each be used, A 4,3 ram (0,168 in) high characterfont is
part of the itemwhensubdivided,obscured,or othermeans of readableat 0,71 m (28 in), but a 91 mm (3,6 in) font
identificationis substituted, wouldbe preferredforviewingat 15m (50 ft), Figure

2demonstratesdamobtainedfrom5emina,rarelatedto

ANSUASME N45,2.2-1978s documents the markingof visibility, Character sizesare commonlyreferredto ta
items to be used in nuclear power plants, Section A3,9 points where 72points is equivalentto 25,4 mm ( t in),
mandates theuseof the Englishlanguageon labelsand the use
of avoirdupois units for weight. ISO pictoraJmarkingsand
other unitsmay be added. Theetching of identification tags is
forbiddenon sensitizedareasof stainlesssteelor weldareas,

,o ,o,.o owo. ABCD 1234
ResearchInstitute,EPRI)hasbeenveryactivein powerplant Helvetica '
labelingstandards.Theirrecommendationsarepresentedinthe
next section,

ABCD 1234
A.P., Times Roman

J, L. Smnitmra6 in EPRI NP.6209, "Effective Plant

Laheitngand Coding,"gave an exceUentsummary of related

' work and five other EPRI studies addressed the problems

experiencedbytheolx_tors andmaintenancestaffsatnuclear CqDmmercial
powerplainsdueto inadequatelabeling.

The nuclearpower industry has standardizedlabels _o
decreasethe misidentif_tion of components, Seminaranoted Figure 1. Examples of a Sans Serif Font
that in a five year periodbeginning in 1981, "_0 incidents (Helvetica) and Two Unaoceptable Fonts
reportedto the NRC involvingpersonnelerrorswerecaused in
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Fisure 2. Suucstcd Character Sizes

Standard fonts for comistent labeling are .,iso defined by 3. Label Material. and Mounting

the military that stress simplicity and readability°,
EPRI NP-4350 indicates that as many as 50%of the labels

2, Label Colors in older nuclear power plants are missing and unavailable to
maintenancepersonnel. Label materials that may be suitable to

Nuclear power plantsemploy color schemesto bJghiisht thespent-fuelcontainer arestuamaritJtdbelow',
different areas of the plant or pumps anu devils tsso_,i=,t,:d

with separate units. EPRI NP-4350; expresses the concern that [, Embossed metal tags have been used on valves and
incorrect identification has led to fatalities in power plants and pumps, Contrast between characters and the
color enhances the ability, to dtacem differences in similar background is limited.

equipment, lt h suSgmted that black characters on a white 2. Stencikdcharacten have been used. They areeaster to
background provide the bestcontrastand readability, This is api:flY to curved surfaces, but do not conform to

especially true in areas where illumination Lmlimited. White acceptable fonts,
characters on a black background do not fare as well since dirt 3. , Coated stainless steel labels with black characters on a
tends to ac,cumudate in the letters making them unreadable. °'7`t white background have been used, These labels
li'colors areusedfor thelabelingof spent-fuelcontainers,color manufacturedby Electromark have been shown to

combinations that can be interpreted by color.lmpalred withstand temperatutts of over 900 K for two hours. 6

personnel must be used. Bar coda can be includedon the label.



4, BrassI_m havebeenusedwithSoodcontrastbetween
characle_andthebackground, c.,_.rru,q.

' distortabove338K, , --_

6, Fiberglass tap withcleargelcotecoatingshavebeen _.r'_-- - _ _ '

employed,butdeterlorateabove394K, "" -'I i 0_em_t,tt'l
7, Labelshavebeenglued, bolted,welded,affixed with _,, |__ ._

meutlchains,or beattachedwith double,sidedtapeto

B, PowerPlantStandards

TurkeyPointhasbeenprogressiveinlabelingasLtmoves
towardsbecominga"vlsu_lyInsu-uct/ve"plant_,BothTurkey

PointandSusquehannaareexamplesofsitesthathavecarefully
preparedinternalproceduresto ensurethatallitemsare
properlylabeledina mannerconsistentwithexistingstandards,

*,

[¥. LAI_RLING OF SPENT FUEL CONTAINERS Figure 3. DLHW Labellnll S_heme

StandardlabelingisemployedbyWestinghouse,Savannah
River for the DWPF (Defense Waste Processing Fac_ty)
canister*°,The tabelsarecomposedof beadweldedcharacters
onausteniticsta/nlesssteelplatesattachedtoboththesideand

topof thecanister, Figure3 demonstratesthe locationof the Ne or solidstatelasers. TheLtghtsourcettsuallyemanatesfrom
labels, Attachmentto thecanisteris by welding,Therequired the scanner, but regular background lighting is possible,
character font is 92 point Megaton Bold Condensed, or Scannershave beendesigned intowandsthat arepassed over
equivalent, This is a sans serif font characterwith individual the symbol, or moving beam devices that only require the
character sizes of 30 mm by 20 mm, A 6 character operator to point the scannerat the co¢/e, A reviewof the
,alphanumericcodeisusedon thelabelsreferencedtothe technologyispresentedbyK.R.Sharptj,Thecommon bar
canistercontents.Testswereconductedtoensurethevisibility codesymbologie,sarepublicdomainandaxemaintainedbythe
ofthelabels. UniversalCode Council(UCC) and the Autonmti_

IdentIlkatlonManul'acntrers,Inc,(AIM),
y, OTHER LABELING TECHNIOUES

Varioustechniquesareusedto increasetheaccuracyof bar
Thelabelingmethods discussedso far use alphanumeric code reading, Check charactershave beenshown to prevent

characters and numerals. Although optical character 97%of the errorscommonly encounteredby scanner/reader
recognitioncouldbeexploredtoautomatetheidentificationof systems.Printquality,includingunlfo,r_nityofinkingandthe
these characters,ba_code is alreadyemployedin the nuclear contrast between dark and white spaces, also affects the
industry, TurkeyPointtl usesa barcode systemto maintain readabilityof thesymbols,
recordsconcerningtestequipment.Thesystemensuresthatthe
testequipmentiscailbmtedasrequiredbytheNRC anderrors TheTurkeyPointnuclearpowerplant includedbarcoding
have beensignificantlyreduced, to managemeasurementand test equipment'L, They reported

a signilkantdecreaseinerrorsindamagerepairandcalibration
A. Bar Coding of such equipment as a result of the bar code system, A

portablecomputer/readerandan IBM-PC/ATsystemwereused
Bar coding is standardizedand used widely underthe toreducetheirtwo..weekannualinventoryoftestingequtpment

UniversalProductCode, A bar code systemincludes the bar to a single8.hourshift.
codesymbol,a scanner,anda barcodereader.The symbolis
composedof30darkand29lightp_urallellinesthatcontain[0 Barcodinglendsitselftoautomatedinventorycontroland
numericcharactersof dataIa, To increasethevisibilityof a bar decreasestheerrorsassociatedwith the readingof labels, This
codedlabelonthewastepackage,thesymbolsizeisinl'mltely technologyshouldbeexploredfurtherforappiicatioutothe

variableandcan beexpanded,The labelsarescannedwithHe- spent-fuelcontainer,



' a. OptlmlCharacterReuosnitlott RF tapmay be_ suitedtothe_t.fuelcontainer
label_sslnmthey_ notreqtmeti_-of.si_ttoInmxogate.

Irtcaseswherehumansandmmhlnesmustreadthesame Passivetagsmay fun_tiouwellin _e Mgh temperature
, labels,opttc_d¢:hartmt_rrecognition(eCR)may beasuitable environmentoftlmcontainer.TheoperatorofanRF nmder

alternativetobarcoding.A labelingsystembasedoneCR willnotneedtodomlyapprmmhthecontainertode_ its

requitesa hlgh-qu_typrinter,a scanner,a _omput_r,and processhistoryand Idoutiflcatlon,Thismay reducethe
sultablesoftwam,_ 1_'oblomsoxlstintheap_tlon of radlatlonandh(mt_pmu_tosu(_hpersonnel,Furtherstudies

OCR tothespent-fuolcontainer, shoulddeterminewhetherRF tagswillworkonthesu_rfaceof
a conm_m'whore temperatures in excess of373K will be

I, Print quality must be very high for reliable eacounteredandradiattonlevetsmay be high,
interpretation,

2, Printon ourvodsurfacesintroduceserrors, D, Misce/lamsottt Labeling Methods
3, Damaged or obscured labels will be dtfl'mult to

lnter_reL Other[abetlngmethods have been considered,butdo not
4, Errorsaxehighifdifferentfontsorfontsizesaxeused, seemsuitabletotlmcontainer,Magneticstripes,forexample,

requirea magne_ readerto be passed dl_,tly overthe stripe,
eCR systems work best when a limited number of They do not function weil in harsh (high tempe_ture)

standardfontsam used,ltissuggestedthatspellingche(_kers environmentsanddonotappearsuitabletothecontainer,
andch(_kch_ beusedtoverifyaccuracy,

VL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Asthe priceofOeR systemsand the errorratedemeasm,
thesesystemsmay beu,_fulintlmpresentappllcatiou,eCR Standardlabelingschmnesam outlinedbygovernment,
softwareforIBM-PCandApplecomputersiscommon and industry,and professionalorganizations.The existing

oftenworkwithcommon PC'Xand TIFF file formatst(, standardscan be used to specify the labeling_heme for waste
ptmkageidentiftuttlon,Labelingconcernsrelatingto thespent-

C. RFLabela fuelcontainerareshown in figure 4, The following
recommendationsfor the labelingof the container ins made:

RadioFrequencytagginghas s_ advantagesin

appllcltiomwherelabelsareobscuredfromvmw,RF labeling
systemsrequirereaders,_ognunme_,andspecialtags.The
tags may be active and requirebattery mw ,rto operate, or
passiveand receivepowerfrom the reader. Pamve tags tendto
work better in hostile environmentsincludinghigh

tem_tut_, Thetagsranpinsizefrom15to100millimeters t,We)dodC'n(u_e)ms
in diameteirand only transmit their tnfonnattonunderspecial _. s_ Steellal_iBla_dm_ct_oa
circumstanoes, The tags may be reg..only or mad-writeand ,,turin_c_u_
maycontainthousandsofcharactersof information, 3. I_. Code

4 Rr_l

Tags arereadbyantransponder/interrogatorsystem,The 5. Ltbe_onSidetad

transpondercomists of an antennathatisdesignedto receivea \\\\ 0e Pmtaesignalfromonlyonetagat a time. Largerantennascoverlarger
areas,Interrogatorscontroltlmtranspondersandmaintain \

highqualitycommunicationwiththetap, Datacan_ ___,_.,_'="
transferredfromtheinterrogatortoa computersysu_nto
maintainrecords,

Llcemmg must be considered with the Federal
CommunicationsCommmion before any RF system is used.
Standardsfor RF tags are underdevelownentby the

Automotive Industry AcUon Group, the Canadian and Figure 4. Possible Container Labeling
American Association of Railroads, and the Automatic Methods
[dentiftcationManufa_ture_, ltm.

¢



I, Use exlstlnS standards wherever pouible, REPmtF.NCSS

2, The _t of the Libelsas employed on the DLHW
contalnerahouldbeconsldered, The welded characters I, UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATIONS

< on the DLHW container may not be as readabie as COMMISSION, TItle 10,Chapter 10Pan 60, "Disposal
other labeting methods, however, of High.Level Radioactive Wastes in O_ioglc

3, The use of a standard font {Helvetica or another sans Reposttorles," (i 989_,

.serif font), font size, and character spacing as
documented inEPgl NP-6209 is advised, 2, U,S, DOE. "Progress Report on the Scientific

4, Redundantlabettng methods may be neceulary tomeet [nvestigat/onProgramforthe Nevada Yucca Mountain

the proposed 99% rettabiltty requirement for label Site," DOE/RW.0217P_ no, t, pp, 39-40° (1990),
retention,

5, A labeling technique that enhances visibility should be 3, U,S, DOE, "Waste Package Design Requirements
used, This may require the use of a stainless steel label Document (WPDR)," Drift Revision B, Yucca
with black characterson a white b_kground, The use Mountain Proje_ (1989),
of such a [abet as documented in EPRI NP-6209 will

alsoaccommodatebarcoding, 4, ASM E,"QualityAssuranceProgramReq_ts for

6, Bar codingoranotherautomatedtechniqueshouldbe NuclearFacflltle_"ASME NOA, I.1989,(1989),

used to reduce errorsin retrievingcontainer

information, 5, ANSI/ASME, "Pat_kagtng, Shipping, Receiving,

7, The use of_ RF labels should be further explored, Storage, and Handling of Items lp, l,_uclear Power
These devices can be sensed in zreaswhere visibility is Plants," _ (1979),

impeded and their use may help decreaseradiation
exposure to personnel retrieving container informatton, 6, J, L, SEMINARA, "Effective Plant Labeling and
The use of RF labels may be limited by the high Coding," _P.,_ (1988),
temperaturesonthesurfaceofthespent-fuelcontainer,

' 8, Thespent.fuelconta/nerlabettngshouidbeapanofan 7, EPRI, "Human Engineering Design Ouldehnes for

overall labeling plan for the entire repository as is Maintalnabifity," NP-4350. Project 2166-4, (1985),
currendy done at nuclear power plants,

9, A mockup should be developedto test the viability and 8, EPRI, "Control Room Deficiencies: Remedial Options
readabtlity ofanyproposedlabeltngmethod, and Human FactorsRese_'ch Needed,"NP.5195.

(1988),
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ABSTRACT sizes, and top head shapes.

Critical stresses in the pintle, the The contents of the container

weldment, and the top heads (flat and (it's payload) can be one of four
curved), of a high level nuclear waste nuclear waste forms :
container are evaluated under an annular i. intact fuel assemblies.

loading. This loading is three times 2. consolidated fuel rods

larger than the expected normal from Boiling Water

operating load. Results show that the Re_tors (BWR).
shape and the thickness of the pintle 3. co!.solidated fuel

and the top head, alongwith the assemblies from

thickness of the weldment, substantially Pressurized Water Reactors

affect the magnitude of the critical (PWR).

stresses and distortions in the various 4. Defense High Level Nuclear

components (i.e. pintle, shell, and Waste (DHLW)

heads) when they are supporting a load. This fourth waste form (DLHW) is

Stiffer top heads and pintles and larger consolidated into borosilicate glass

weldment sizes reduce the critical and poured into a pour canister.

stresses in all welded joints. Various Then, the pour canister is placed
shape_ of curved top heads were inside a standard waste container for

inve_ 'igated. An ASME flanged and dished long term disposal.
top head, which has the same thickness

as the canister, is analyzed. The principal design concern is

the prevention of crack initiation

I. INTRODUCTION which may lead to stress corrosion

cracking over long periods of time.

Designs of selected components for These stresses may occur in: the

a long term high level nuclear waste weldments, the top head, the pintle

storage containers have been evaluated, joint, or the cylindrical container.

based on conservative loads and This effect may be minimized by

assumptions. The analysis is parametric limiting the stresses (which occur

in nature and the 'technique may be used under operating or accidental

to evaluate o_her types of co_tai**_, _,,_ ...... _ .............

having different design thicknesses,



A. Payload the stress analysis of a .0381 m (1.5
inch) thick top head plate indicate a

A study conducted at Lawrence safety factor less than three.
Livermore National Laboratory I suggests Results from the analysis of a .0508

that as many as 18 consolidated BWR m (2 inch) top head plate show an
assemblies could be placed into a single improved, but marginal safety factor.

waste container. Following this Analysis results indicate that a

approach, we simulated the load which thicker pintle or a stiffer plate
would occur from this configuration by will improve the design.

calculating the load due to placing 882
consolidated fuel rods from 18 Exxon/ANF Several curved top head shapes

BWR 7x7 fuel assemblies (the heaviest are analyzed under an annular load.

that we found), into a waste container. The ASME flanged and dished shape,

These eighteen consolidate assemblies Figure 2, displays more desirable

weigh a total of 49 kN (ii,000 ib). The properties than others. The top head

estimated average weight of a storage radius of curvature as a critical

container 2 is 15.6 kN (3500 lb.). The parameter, is identified and changed
initial estimate for the actual payload to provide acceptable stress levels.

(i.e. waste canister plus 18
consolidated waste assemblies) is 64.5 III - De__si_qn Considerations

kN (14,500 lb.).
This study is applied to 304L

B. Safety Factors stainless steel cylindrical canisters
with pintle and top head for high

A safety factor of 3.0 is used in level nuclear waste . The container

this analysis, as suggested bi the design 3 and material 4 are candidates
Nuclear Regulatory Commission _. in current studies and they have been

Therefore, the total load applied to the used in previous structural studies.

container for stress analysis is three In addition to existing flat top head

times the actual expected payload. This designs, we have evaluated the

total load is 194 kN (43,500 lb.). performance of several curved top
heads and pintle combinations in an

C. Strength attempt to reduce the overall weight
of the vessel and the maximum

The yield strength of the selected critical stresses in the weldment and
container material (304L stainless in the structures themselves (i.e.

steel) is 220 MPa (32,000 psi.) ; the top head, bottom head, pintle, and

ultimate strength is 586 MPa (85,000 shell)

psi.). These high strength values
delineate the selection of 304L The integrity of the sealed

stainless steel for the long term container during very long term

storage of nuclear waste, in part storage (500 to i0,000 years) may

because 304L displays high ductility and depend on the ability of the welded

a high resistance to crack initiation, regions to resist the phenomena of
stress corrosion cracking. This

II - CONTAINER DESIGN phenomena may initiate due to

microscopic cracks in: the canister,

An existing container design with the pintle, the top head, or the

flat top head and a pintle, Figure i, is welded regions.
evaluated under a severe axial load.

The results show that the pintle is Severe axial loads may result

adequate with the existing design (to a from an accidental dropping of the

safety factor of at least three), canister while it is being lowered by

Improvements are suggested which raises its pintle. This situation would

this safety factor to approximately six. greatly increase the axial stresses

Several flat top head designs are if the lowering cable were suddenly
evaluated for stress under an annular stopped, thus jerking the canister to

loading in the axial direction, a stop by its pintle. Similar severe
loading conditions may result if the

The parameters selected for container is being pulled from a
evaluation are the thickness of the collapsed hole in a geological

circular plate (,_u_) =,,_--__,,_ _u__.._...._._ ............fn_m_inn_ Other loadinq_ conditions

of the required weldment. Results from may not affect the jointed regions
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Figure 3 - Cross Sections of Finite Element Mesh
of a Deformed and Undeformed Pintle

with Top Plate.

Fiqure 4 - VonMises Stress Distributicn in a Pintle
with Top Plate Due to Annular loading

Conditions (Stresses are Measured in PSI).



with the same severity. B. Flat Top Head

IV - STRESS ANALYSIS OF WASTE CONTAINERS Two flat circular plate models

(using the finite element method) having thicknesses of 0.0508 m and
0.0381 m (2 in and 1.5 in,

Finite element analysis was used in respectively) are analyzed. These

the evaluation of the stress patterns in plates are welded to the 0.71 m (28

the containers 5. Axisymmetric elements in) diameter and 0.0095 m (0.375 in)
were used in the 3-D analysis. However, thick canister using a continuous

Figures 3 and 5 show a 2-D axial section weld bead having the same thickness
of the finite element grid. as the canister (0.0095 m).

The grids were changed and refined The axial load is applied to the

extensively during the analytical work pintle. Analysis of the models (by
to allow for a very close evaluation of finite element _) indicate that the

the stress patterns. The high stress failure mode for a flat top head will

regions in the weldment and in the be at the connection between the top
structural components were first head and the pintle. However; the
identified then the finite element grids critical bending stresses are reduced

were patterned and refined accordingly, when the stiffness of the flat top is
When a container design was deemed to be increased. Even though this failure

inadequate, as a result of the stress mode does not directly affect the

analysis, one or more of its design integrity of the container itself

parameters were changed and a new cycle (because the weld does not penetrate
of finite element 6'z stress analysis was the top plate), the weldment does

performed. This approach is nonlinear in melt the base metal and thus becomes
nature and time consuming. However, it an integral part of it. Thus, a crack

was deemed necessary for a critical initiated in the weldment may in the

study of the container 5. long run lead to stress corrosion
cracking through the entire thickness

A. Pintle Design of the canister top. Such progressive
stress corrosion cracking conditions,

Three separate models of the pintle have been obsez-ved in the massive

have been analyzed: welded plate girders supporting long

I. one having a cylindrical base span bridges. Figure 6 shows the
without a weld chamfer, stress distribution in the axial

2. one having a small 0.0635 m by cross section through the 2 inch

0.0635 m (0.25 x 0.25 in) thick flat top head plate and it's
chamfer, weldment regions (from the cylinder

3. and a third design having both on the bottom to the pi_]tle on the

chamfer and an added welded top). The accuracy of the finite

plate 0.0127 m (0.5 in) thick, element solutions were checked

on top of the pintle, against the exact solutions for
Results of the analysis indicate that annularly loaded plates by S.

all three designs are conservative. Timoshenko 8. As expected, Table 1

However, the maximum stresses were shows that the computed deflections

progressively reduced by adding chamfer for the top head plate fall between
at the base and by introducing a plate, the exact deflections for a circular

welded to the top of the pintle, plate, with either a fixed or a

Therefore, it is possible to design a simply supported outer circular

lighter, safer, and less costly pintle boundary.

by carefully studying the stress

patterns in each design due to the Since thick flat top heads are
selected loading conditions. Figure 4 heavy and rather costly, our
shows the von Mises stress distribution investigation lead to the analysis of

in the axial cross section through (cheaper) curved top heads for

pintle and the weldment regions. The storage canisters.
von Mises-Huber-Hensky stress [SI is
calculated in three dimensional space C. Curved Top Head Shapes

from the three principal stresses Sl,

S2, and S3 as follows: Various curved top head shapeswhich minimize bending stresses and

__ 2__S 2 2__ 2 S32__S 2.2 0 5[(S I 2 )_( _ q )_( )] carry most of the loading via
- • -z -3 membrane stresses, were investigated.



Figure 5 - Finite Element Mesh, Having 1397 Elements
and 2964 Nodes, of the Deformed 2 in.

Thick Top Head Plate Under Annular Loading

Transmitted by the Pintle.

15,361

Figure 6 - VonMisez Stress Distribution in the Plate

and Weldment of a 2 in. Thick Top Plate

(Stresses are Measured in PSI).





The most promising design is the ASME
flanged and dished top head g, Figure 2, R_¥ERENCES
which has the same thickness as the

cylinder body and the pintle base 0.0095 i. L. B. Ballou, "Current Status of
m (0.375 in). This ASME design makes Waste Package Project Designs for the

weld connections easY and economical to Yucca Mountain Project," UCID-100790,

perform. This shape was used for the Lawrence Livermore National
DLHW container from Savannah River Laboratories, July (1989).
Plant I°. The radius of curvature in the

pintle (to top head) is negative. The 2. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
critical dimension in the design is the "Packing of Radioactive Material for

radius of the transition knuckle between Transport and Transportation of

the pintle and the top head. A radius of Radioactive Material Under Certain
" 10CFR Dart 71, Federal0.1778 m (7.00 in) produced an Conditions,

acceptable combination of bending and Regulations, (1982).
membrane stresses. Figures 7 and 8 show

the radial displacement of the curved 3. C.L. Wu, J. Lee, D.L. Wu, and L.J.

top head. Figures 9 and I0 show the Jardine, Bechtel National, Inc.,
meridional and circumferential stresses, "Effects of a Potential Drop of a

respectively. Shipping Cask, a Waste Container and a
Bare Fuel Assembly during Waste-

. SAND87-808_VI - CONCLUSIONS Handling Operations, .

Sandia National Laboratory, May

Various designs of pintles, flat (1990).

and curved top heads, to be used in the

construction of high level nuclear waste 4. D.W. Gregg and W.C. O'Neal,

storage containers, were investigated. "Initial Specifications for Nuclear
Our results show that the shape and Waste Package External Dimensions and

" UCID-19926, Lawrencethickness of the components and the Materials,
thickness of the weldment greatly affect Livermore National Laboratory,

the magnitude of the critical stresses. September (1983).

Thicker and more expensive top head 5. S.G. Ladkany and B.R. Kniss, "A

plates undergo lower deflections and Study of a Container for Long Te_'m

curvatures (due to loading). This Storage of High Level Waste Using
reduces the critical bending stresses in Finite Elements." Report to the U.S.

the weldment, at the pintle level and Department of Enerqy, University of
the junction between the pintle and Nevada, Las Vegas, June (1991).

curved tcp n.,a_ shapes. Thus, the

overall integrity of the container is 6. O. C. Zienkiewicz, The Finit<

increased, during long term storage. Element Method, Third Edition, McGrav
Hill, Inc.,

An ASME flanged and dished top head New York (1985).

(having the same thickness as the

cylindrical canister) proved to be the 7. M. Lashkari, Cosmos/M User GuideL
most economical and convenient to Volume II, release 1.6, Structural

manufacture. Future research work will Research and Analysis Corp.,

evaluate the integrity of the container California (1990).

designs under various loading conditions

(such as impact, lateral crushing, or 8. S. Timoshenko, Theory of Plates

high thermal stress), and Shells, S_cond Edition, McCra_
Hill, Inc., New York (1959).
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ABSTRACT triangularthree node elementsfor constant
A criticalPath Method (CPM)diagramand logic strain.
net are used for the designcycle of the rock

tunnel system for a high levelnuclearwaste PROPOSALFOR DESIGNOF ROCKTUNNEL SYSTEMS
repository, In the analysisthe design tunnel is The variableaspectsof tunneldesign ar
subjectedto pre-existingtemperatureand constructionof a tunnelsystemin hard rock
overburdenloads at time of construction. High includingaccess ramps,emplacementdrifts a#
thermalstressesdevelop laterdue to the long emplacementhole drillingare handledon the
term influxof heat from the canistersstored in Logic Net in Figure I.
verticalemplacementholes, Results indicate

that thermalstressesreach a critical level for The canistersare transporteddown the
the rock in the vicinityof the canisterswhich to the emplacementdrifts in a horizonal
could lead to local collapseof the rock and position. They may be insertedin emplaceme_
damage to the canisters, holes either verticallyor horizontally. Th,

lengthand weight of the individualcanister.
INTRODUCTION determineboth their methodof emplacementa_

In developinga tunnel systemdesign there the diameterof 1_hestoragedrifts.
are a large number of variableswhich affect the
spacing,diameters,configurationand The shape of the tunnelis determinedb
constructionmethods to be employed. In order to proposedmining method adopted,while the le
arrive at a workable configurationit was diameter and orientationof emplacementhole
necessaryto obtain from the D.O.E. the will determinethe typeof equipmentused to
anticipatedlength and cliameterof storage them.
containersand proposed thermalenergyoutput,

which in turn dependson _he anticipatedtime The amount of heat diffusionand heat
out-of-reactorfor the fuel. transferdeterminethe spacingbetween

emplacementdrifts and betweencanistersalo
The proposedspacingin the storagedrifts these drifts. Tunnel ventilationwill also

determinesthe necessaryrate of tunnel functionof the heat producedby canisters
excavation,which in turn governsthe methods of already in place, and will also influenceth
tunnelexcavationand canisteremplacement. The temperatureof the tunnelwalls and near fie
spacingof canistersalso determinesthe long rock temperatures.
terF.,_eat influxwhich determinesthe ultimate

si-_.,_ndcapacityof the respository. Site investigationo e specific site
repositoryhorizon is neces.._ry,_,odetermine

Considerationsof these changes in the material,hydrologicand thermalproperties
aspect ratios and tunnel systemgeometry, the rock and the depth of the tunnel system.
placement and spacing for canisters, heat This investigation will alsu determine the
diffusion and heat transfer analysis, stress thickness of the zone to be disturbed.
analysis and tunnel boring techniques are
included in the Logic Net (Figure l) and CPM The method and rate of canister loadinc
Diagram (Figure 2). together with the mining method selected ali

the required boring velocity and number of
Stress analysis was done by finite e]ement boring machines that wl]1 be required to pre

analysis, using quadrilateral Isoparametrlc four storage for a predetermined amoun_ of spent
node elements for linear strain variations and
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nuclear fuel and rate of ]oadlng. These will Once the time units for the various
determine the completion date of 1;he repository, activities are determined; a CPMprogram mab

used to execute the proposed project manages
Wemust assume from the large amount of scheme in an orderly and timely manner allo_

material expected (30,000 canisters) that part of for checking of each design parameter and
the repository will be under construction while feedback to give the best design for optimun
other parts of the repository are receiving spent
fuel. This fact will also greatly affect the TUNNELDESIGNCONSIDERATIONS
ventilation system design and required horsepower The following parameters of design wer_
of operation, considered in analysis by finite element:

Finite element stress analysis, taking into i. Size of canister hole
consideration the geometry of tunnels and 2. Spacing of canister hole
emplacement holes, their spacing, overburden and 3. Tunnel size and shape
temperature distribution determines _he stability 4. Tunne] spacing
of the tunnel system. 5. Gravity (overburden)

6, Geothermal temperature
The CPMdiagram titled "Project Management 7. Temperature distribution in the near li(

Methocl" shows an orderly progress of the design rock
cycle Casks. Our research has not determined the 8. Rock material properties
units of time required for completion of each 9. Tunnel ventilation
task. This will require an input from completion
of the site characterization studies and several Gravity data for the first approximati
research laboratories, loading are tabulated on Table i.





_ TABLE I b. Rock mass thermal properties
Physical Properties_ Thermal expansion coefficient

, Bulk density 2,34 g/cc Tuff unit TSW2 _ : 8.B x 10-6 k"l (T _200 C)
Grain density 2.66 g/cc Tuff unit TSW2
Dry density 2.25 g/cc Tuff unit TSW2 _ = 24.0 x lO"6 k"l (T;_ 200 C)

Overburden: No_e:
i, Thermalexpansioncoefficientextrapolat

Unit Density Thickness Pressure betweentwo ¢,_p6intsas thesewere the only
"--- -g/cc m _ available,

UO 9,14 0,5 (assumed)
TCW 2,31 26.8 0,61 2, Rock materia] properties were taken at
PT 1.58 38.1 0,59 ambient temperature. For future work we nee

TSWI 2,25 130.1 2,87 data points for rock at series of e]evated
TSW2 2,32 82,01 1.865 temperatures.

6,435 3. Futurework shouldalso determinethe
thicknessof the disturbedone at elevated

The geothermaltemperaturefor the first temperatureand what the rock propertiesmay
approximationof heat stress is based on the within the disturbedzone.
gradient publishedby Szaboe, Initialsurface •
temperatureis assumedat 14° C. The average 4. Determinewhere the zone of confined roc
geothermalgradientof 34° per km correspondsto starts (outsidethe disturbedzone),
the graph in Figure 3:

8Imo?._tn

Ref: Szabo and Kyser, 19gO

ROCK MATERIAL PROPERTIES FINITE ELEMENTMODEL
a. Mechanicalpropertiesfor rock mass Analysisby finiteelementmethod by B,

Young'smodulus E : 15.2 GPa utilizedtwo types of elements:
Poisson'sratio nu : 0.22
unconfinedcompressive a. Quadrilateralisoparametricfour node e
strength Gc : 75.4 MPa (linearstrainvariations)

cohesion c = 22.1 MPa
angle of internal b. Triangularthree node element(constant
friction _ = 2g.2 degree strain)

The analysisproceedeausing plaln-str
' ter thick e}ements Thanalysis with oneme



_nal'ysis accounts for temperature dependent
material properties, gravity and geothermal Finite Element Model - Figure 4

stresses, and gravity and temperature due to "_.'t-_/_w_ __k_/_ _ r_,<,, stored fuel. . l=_\,,l.AV,-/.

The results of the finite element analysis k_A_ _ _/__ __

are shown on Figures 4, 5 and 6.

RESULTS OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS _kLN'_'\

The heat load applied at canister loading _ _ _ _,w__
points was specified by D.O.E. _ as 3 kw/canister. /
This load is applied at a spacing of 20 meters I _, _,

per canister in emplacement drifts 38 meters _"_ _ _ 7
apart. Using a canister length of 400.47 cm and Ii' ' "_z
diameter of 70 cm, the tunnel diameter for _ _ _n l_e.
emplacement in vertical holes is 6.8 meters clear . - .J_r_

diameter, 7.2 meters bored diameter. Waste 14" 7emplacement would be at 318.2 meters below the T q,__,_
surface.

Finite element analysis was done using --.i....
normal gravity and geothermal gradient, plus
thermal loading from waste canisters at the rate _ma_im _,

shown above, l:i' _'' "Figure 4 shows the near field finite element

l "inet applied to the tunnel configuration with Ss__ _ _,holes drilled in the floor to accommodate the N
canisters. Figure 5 shows the stresses on I-- -

elements at the bottom of the canister hole after l_i_sw $w $-_._,,..11 years where failure is expected to occur.

The analysis showed that th_ construction _ _ _ __mn_ ,_=-._'_
design would be stable as loaded, but that stress I "
due to the combination of

gravity ana temperature I_ u_ s_'_ m__ mnm. w_._.m_,i_w.will eventually exceed the unconfined shear -
strength of the rock at places of stress I
concentration. Figure 6 snows the near field I_'__ _m_ _ _:m _=_,
_emperature distribution _fter 11 years. | '

Additional analyses were made leaving a one "
meter opening below the canister in order to I_._
increase the distance from the heat. This also L_ :_uu_m u_ _m__,

failed. I_ _RECOMMENDATIONS :
I

i. Canister Hole
•l_" _'__-_"_ _ _,_:_d_ _ z,_ _ta. The authors recommend further investigation

with increased diameter of the canister hole I

(largerair gap). I"-,. -
b. Increase the depth of the hole to transfer I ----.....the area of critical stress to lower temperature
zone and provide a filler of loose sand or

ccmposite material to support the canister and m_ '

L

minimize ._nyeffect of wall rock failure. _w__,_ _ _,,m _ m, _ _
c. Modelling with a 3-D model of the canister

and _,ult',pleheat sources. "_*_"_"_ ._'_ ,_ ._ _ _m ,_I_,_
2. Tunnel and Canister Spacing

The authors recommend parametric studies to __/_____/__' .Xl2\_k%

establi._,hoptional spacing of tunnels and

canisters. =_ _,,_
J. Design of Tunnels
a In uru:, to _-^_ _i_h _h_ tunnel system• J..#l *,./_,,4wt_ew.* vv ,_ _.,. ..... ,,

des, gn, it _ necessary to have more data on the
pnyslca] properties of the proposed hos_ rock ana
consequent he_ trar_sfer studies. These can be

,O





, FemperatureDistributionat II years - r_gu(_ o and canisters.
b. Ventilationneeds to be includedin order to
understandthe heat/moistureremovaland
attendantcoolingof the repository. Studies
must be done in both cases with and without
ventilation.
c. The final designwill then proceedin the

, case of gravityand geothermaltemperaturebefo_
"' and after loadingcanisters. Any failurecan b(

handledby re-designof the structureor by a
change in the temperaturedistribution.

Additionalwork is anticipatedincluding
considerationof the semi-saturatednatureof tl
work, loadingby earthquakesand variablespacir
of canisters.

This work was fundedby the Departmentof
Energyon a block grant to th_.Universityof

_,:_ Nevada Las Vegas Collegeof Engineering.
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General Discussion

The focus of the current work Is on the development of a better understanding of thermal

and fluid transport in the near field rock In order to determine a mechanism for rewetting of the
spent fuel package. The goal Is to determine if a mechanismexiststhat can drive moisture back
into the vicinityof a waste package,

Under undisturbed conditions, the rock Is partially saturated. Input of a thermal source,

the waste package, Initiates a complex transient Interaction between thermal transport and

fluid flow in the rock. Three regions exist. Next to the waste package, the moisture has been

driven from the rock, and the heat transport Is due to conduction in the rock matrix. A

relatively undisturbed region exists further out in the rock where there is little fluid transport

and the heat transport is due to conduction in the partially saturated rock. This region Is

separated from the dry region by a heat pipe region. In this heat pipe region, liquid transport

occurs in the direction toward the heat source and counter to the air-vapor transport. Heat Is
transferred in this region both by conduction through the rock and by convection of the liquid

and, much more importantly, by convection of the air-vapor mixture. As the transient

progresses, the dry region and the heat pipe region move further into the rock from the heat
source.

If moisture is to be driven bacl_ _to the vicinity of the waste package, this heat pipe

region must be held close to the waste package. In this study, the factors that control the extent

of the heat pipe region are focused upon. A simple heat pipe system involving a rock matrix

with a fracture extending from a heat source is being modelled using the computer code TOUGH.

In this heat pipe system, vapor flows down the fracture away from the heat source, condenses,

and is sucked into the rock matrix and back toward the heat source by capillary effects. The

properties of the rock such as the intrinsic permeability, thermal conductivity, specific heat,

relative permeability, and capillary pressure functions are being changed in a systematic

fashion and the resulting effectson the length and positions of heat pipe region noted. Similarly,

the fracture properties are also being changed and the resulting effects on the heat pipe region
noted. The relative importanceof heat transfer by convection as opposed to conduction,

especially at low intrinsic permeabilitles, is being examined. The transient response between

the capillary pressure in the fracture and the adjacent rock matrix Is also being observed.

Effective continuum models assume equality of these pressures. A pulsating disequilibrium

between these pressures during the Initial transient phase has been observed. This pressure



difference does eventually decay into an equilibrium condition, which Indicates that the effective

continuum approximation Is poor during the initial transient, but as the flow becomes more

stable this approximation Is valid.

As will be discussed In the following section, mass Injection/withdrawal can play a

major role In destabilizing the heat pipe and hence either force the heat pip9 back toward the

container or move the heat pipe region further out into the rock.

J

Analysis
Liquid and gas (air-vapor mixture) transport In an unsaturated porous medium can be

described by the equation'

_MI,_ + V, J_ = 0 ( 1 )
at

where Mi,g is the mass of liquid or gas and JI,g Is the flux of liquid or gas. lt has been observed
in the simple fracture matrix flow model discussed above, that after some Initial transients, the

thermal -fluid field stabilizes, and any further changes are quite slow In occurring. At this
time the thermal flow conditions are approximately In equilibrium.

Consider a control volume containing both liquid and gas. Conservation of mass requires
that

fv OM''''_gdV+Ot /n (J' + J')'nd'Q = $' (2)

where $1represents sources or sinks of mass. The second integral represents the flux of fluid

over the surface of the control volume V. Assuming that the flow is essentially in equilibrium
leads to:

Jl + Jl)'.d_ = $i (3)

or, because the control volume is arbitrary:

Jg = $1 JI (4)
L

This shows that the vapor flux in the general system is opposite to the liquid flux, which Is the

essential feature of the heat pipe. The energy conservation for a porous media is'



where E Is the thermal energy, kT is the thermal conductivity, hl,g Is the enthalpy of the liquid
or gas. If thermal equilibrium exists, then:

V.(KT + (h, - ht)ft,- Slh,) = 0 , (6)

If there are no sources or sinks, then the net convective heat transport balances the conductive

heat transfer. On the other hand, If fluid Is either Injected into or withdrawn from the cycle,

the injection shifts the energy balance and the point of equilibrium will shift. Obvious sources

and sinks of mass In the actual system include water flow down a fracture, vapor withdrawal

through the tunnel, and air flow by convection through the fracture system in the mountain.

Mathematical model

A variety of mathematical models have been formulated at the national laboratories. One

set of models, such as the COYOTE modeldevelopedat Sandia Laboratories,simulateheat

trans"_ortby solution of the unsteady heat conduction equation. The thermal conductivity is

varied depending upon the whether the temperature Is less than or greater than 100 °C in order
to take into account the liquid saturation. Other more complex models also exist. TOUGH Is

based upon the solution of liquid, gas, and thermal conservation equations (3 equations) by the

finite volume method. In this model, the additional assumption is made that the gas Is saturated.

The model NORIA solves four conservation equations, liquid, gas, vapor, and heat, by finite

element method. The purely conductive models lack sufficient physics to be able to adequately

model the heat pipe region. The other models such as NORIA and TOUGH havea highlycomplex

physical basis and are quite capable of modelingcomplex flow phenomena such as the heat pipe

region, but require the solution of a system of complex non-linear equations at each

computational point. These models are thus computationally Intensive and can exhtblt

convergence problems. The analysis discussed above suggests that there may be an intermediate

approach that can model the heat pipe phenomenawithout the number of equationsused in TOUGH

or NORIA. Two such models are currently under development.

The first model is based on the observation that the gas pressure Is approxlm;_tely

constant and that period of the phenomena of interest is quite long so that the vapor pi_ :r_Is in

equilibrium with the liquid phase and that the gas transport is in local equilibrium with the

liquid transport. If In a system over a long period of time the liquid saturation is basically a

function of temperature, a quite simple model can be produced. These assumptionscan be stated:

1. pg =Pair + Pv



di

2. Pv = Psat(T) IfT<100°C else Pv = Psat(100°C) IfT>100°C

3. Jg = -J_

4, SI = SI(T)

Substitution of these assumptions Into the thermal transport equation, eqn 5, eliminates ali of

the unknownsexcept temperature. Thus the model Is a one equation model that Incorporatesthe

heat pipe effect.

In order to Improve the physics, assumption 4 above can be replaced with the liquid

transport equation, eqn 1. This produces a two-equation model with two unknown conditions,

temperature and liquid saturatl0n.

Finite element versions of both of these suggested approaches are currently being

developed, lt Is Intended to test these against more complexcodes such as TOUGH In order to

determine If these simpler models can replicate the essential results of the more complex
models without the attendant computational problems.

Other Activities

- Dr. J. Cardle attended special sessions on thermal and fluid transport In porous media

at the Winter Annual Meeting of the American Society of Engineers In Atlanta.

. The latest version of TOUGH has been ordered.

Finite elementcodes LUSAS and MYSTRO have been acquired for use In the modeling
effort discussed above.






